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What a difference a few years make. 

Four years ago, businesses found themselves in a global recession. Revenues were flat or decreasing; 

credit was very tight; and layoffs were commonplace. Investment in technology and communication 

services slowed and in many cases halted as businesses held steady and planned carefully for the future.  

Seeking an update on the business climate, CSG International joined MachNation to conduct the 

Business Services Global Survey 2014.  This online survey of over 800 businesses worldwide measured 

attitudes and experiences about business services acquired from CSPs—and found a much more rosy 

and dynamic business environment in place today.   

Top findings 

Productivity, innovation and managing change are the top business challenges for both small and 

medium enterprises (SMEs, or businesses with up to 249 employees) and large enterprises (businesses 

with 250 or more employees), as figure 1 demonstrates. Technology decision-makers are feeling fairly 

optimistic about the future relative to four years ago.  It is interesting to note that a focus on cost 

reductions did not make it into the list of the top three business challenges for businesses of any size. 

Four years ago, cost reduction was one of the most pressing needs as economic concerns nearly halted 

financial growth for most businesses. 

Figure 1: Top business challenges; SMEs and large enterprise respondents, n= 823 [Source: Global 

Business Services Survey, 2014] 
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Let’s look a little more deeply at these key findings. 

Companies recognize the importance of driving productivity and those that increase productivity are 

better able to leverage their assets—labor and capital—to optimize output and returns. In turn, this 

focus on productivity forces businesses to become more creative in the way they choose to invest in 

both employees and technology. Focusing on productivity implies that businesses are making very 

sound financial decisions when they choose to invest in assets: if a business cannot financially justify an 

investment, it will likely forgo the investment. 

Innovation is the core of any successful business venture. Businesses that out-innovate the competition 

will find themselves consistently at a competitive advantage. Innovation drives new products, services 

and revenues. Innovation brings new opportunities for engaging with existing customers or attracting 

completely new customer segments. 

Well-managed businesses recognize that being flexible for change is required in today’s complex 

business environment. Market dynamics and competition change at a seemingly accelerating pace. 

Prices for input materials for end-products can increase unexpectedly. Regulatory and legal decisions 

can force new requirements on businesses. Being nimble is key for survival—for even the very largest 

enterprise—in this type of business environment. 

So how can CSPs capitalize on these findings? 

Recommendations for Communications Service Providers 

MachNation highlights two key recommendations for CSPs that deliver communications and IT business 

services to SMEs and enterprises alike.  

First, CSPs must offer tools, either quantitative or qualitative, that demonstrate the productivity-

increasing impacts of their communications and technology solutions. For example, the CSP should 

consider creating: 

 compelling one-page case studies highlighting the quantitative impacts of their Unified 

Communications (UC) services on productivity by various types of small and medium enterprises 

(SMEs) 

 a simple 5-question web application that assists business customers to quickly quantify the 

productivity impacts of using remote desktop management solutions 

 a  flow-chart diagram to help direct sales staff and indirect agents talk to the CSP’s business 

customers about the productivity impacts of a mobile device management and expense 

management solution 

Second, CSPs must incorporate the concepts of productivity, innovation and flexibility into their value 

propositions to business customers. All aspects of a CSP’s marketing outreach—branding, advertising, 

direct marketing, store signage, online presence, portals, social networking and bill presentment— 

should leverage these key messages of growth for business customers. 

Conclusion 

Businesses are optimistic about their prospects. They are seeking solutions that boost productivity, drive 

innovation and provide flexibility. By incorporating these business concepts into their market messaging, 
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CSPs will better appeal to businesses seeking technology solutions to address their business challenges. 

Finally, CSPs must provide tools that prove the value of their solutions. 

Stay tuned for more insights from MachNation’s and CSG’s Business Services Global Survey 2014 soon! 


